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Lesson Plan for Key Stage 1 Dance 
 

 

Curriculum Objectives: 
• Develop fundamental movement skills (agility, balance & coordination) 

• Become increasingly competent and confident in moving the body 

• Work individually and with others 

• Engage in co-operative physical activities  

• Explore a range of increasingly challenging situations 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
• Master a variety of basic movement patterns  

• Develop balance, agility and co-ordination  

• Perform dances using simple movement patterns 

 

Unit Contents: 
  Week 1: Chinese Dragon Dance 

 

  Week 2: Ancient Egypt 

 

  Week 3: Mexican Fiesta 

   

  Week 4: India – Holi Festival 

 

  Week 5: Native America 

 

  Week 6: African Desert 

 

 

Tracks Used:  

 "Dragon Dance" 

 "Reaching & Growing"  

 "Sand Dance" 

 "Cut to the Chase" 

                       "Bhangra the Drum"  

                       "Pow-Wow" 

   "City Streets" 

   "Desert Rain" 

   "Ebb & Flow" 

   "Slow-Mo" 

 

 

 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/dragondance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/reachingandgrowing.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/sanddance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/cuttothechase.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/bhangrathedrum.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/powwow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/citystreets.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/desertrain.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/ebbandflow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 1: Chinese Dragon Dance 
       

 

Starter  "Dragon Dance" 
Listen carefully to the music.  Does anyone know which country this music is from? 

   

The Chinese have lots of different animals to represent each year:  Rat, Ox, Tiger, 

Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig.  What type of 

movements do these animals use? 

 

Children skip or run around the space. Teacher, call out the different animals in 

turn and children freeze in the appropriate shapes. 

 

Warm up   "Dragon Dance"  

Children, skip or run around the space. Teacher, call out the different animals in 

turn as the children freeze in the appropriate shapes. 

 

Main     

A. Choose three of your favourite animal shapes and put them together.  Model high-

quality moves: e.g. high & low, snake-like, scary, large moves, etc. 

B    "Dragon Dance" 

Find a partner.  Teach your moves to your partner and learn your partner’s moves.  

Teacher, encourage children to explore the movement with helpful hints as 

appropriate: e.g. snake-like movement, five claws, lift, dip, push forwards, sweep 

the head, power, frightening but friendly, bold, etc.  

C   Movement discussion: half the class watches the other as pairs perform what they 

have come up with.  

D  Talk about the Chinese dragon and how many people make one large dragon that 

moves through the streets. 

F   As a whole class, create a huge Chinese dragon (one or two single-file lines). How 

high and low can the dragon travel around the space? 

 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Children move around the space using their own dragon movements, moving now as if 

the dragon is calming the weather.  What sort of calming dragon-movements can 

you create? 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
high, low, large, calming and scary 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/dragondance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/dragondance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/dragondance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 2: Ancient Egypt 
 

 

Starter 
Begin by asking if anyone has been to Egypt or knows anything about the country or 

its large, famous river. 

 

Warm up   "Reaching & Growing"  

‘Boat on the Nile’. Children, stand quietly in the room with your eyes closed. Imagine 

you are on a boat on the Nile. The boat rocks. How do you move? Begin to travel 

with this motion. As you travel, add in paddles, which you use to propel the boat 

forward. You can then hoist the sails and sail smoothly around the room. 

 

Main   "Sand Dance"   

A. The children stand in the space and respond as you call out the following actions:  

 

Walk   (elbows bent, palms of hands facing up) 

Lunge   (forwards, with heavy stone on backs for building pyramid) 

Lift   (water from the rivers/canals) 

Throw   (spears and lines for fishing) 

Pull   (oxen pulling ploughs)  

 

B   In groups of four, let’s build a pyramid.  Choose which movements you would like to 

use as you create your pyramid with your group.  When you have built it, stand still 

and proud. 

C   Create a pyramid with your group and freeze.   

D   Practice B and C. 

E   Watch two or three groups at a time and everyone give feedback.  What do you 

notice?  What looks good?  Is there anything we can do to improve our movements? 

 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Walk around the room.  Imagine you have been building all day; what will your tired 

building and lifting movements look like. Keep going until the music fades and you 

can sleep on the floor.  

 

[This may be a good time for sleeping lions!] 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
hoist, propel, rock, lifting, freeze, proud 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/reachingandgrowing.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/sanddance.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 3: Mexican Fiesta 
 

 

Starter 
Can you think of any celebratory movements? How do we move when we are happy or 

exited?  

 

Choose four words that will encourage the largest movements.  

 

 

Warm up   "Cut to the Chase"  

Find a big space and begin jogging around the hall.  When the teacher calls the 

words out, perform them as big as you can.   

 

Model creative and dynamic movements.   

Choose four of your own favourite moves from this warm up. 

 

Main   "Cut to the Chase"   

A. Talk about Mexican bands and fiestas. Children, find a space. Teacher, call out 

different instruments for them to ‘play’ (trumpet, guitar, maracas, etc.). Try to use 

different levels: e.g. if playing a trumpet, bend the body up and down; if using 

maracas, shake the instruments high and low; if playing the guitar, turn around. In a 

group of four, create a band whose movements are different and exciting to watch. 

B. Remember your Fiesta moves?  Choose a partner from your group and create a 

carnival dance, travelling from the back corner of the room into a space. 

C. Create a whole class performance: 

• All stand at the sides of the Hall with your partner.     

• When the music starts, dance into a space with your partner and then to your 

band group,  

• perform your band movements 

D. Finish by performing your favourite celebratory moves. 

 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Stretch your whole body tall; breath in and, as you breath out, fold yourself into a 

tiny ball. Then repeat. 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
fiesta, celebratory, fold 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/cuttothechase.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/cuttothechase.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 4: India – Holi Festival 
 

 

Starter  "Bhangra the Drum" 
Listen to the music.  What images does it bring to your mind?  What movements 

does it make you think of? During the Holi Festival, we see people throwing 

different coloured powders. Lots of different colours are thrown but there are 

four traditional main colours: red, blue, yellow and green. What do you think they 

represent?  

What colour would you like to throw into the air? What does your colour mean? 

Share with the person next to you. 

 

Warm up   "Bhangra the Drum"  

Red represents love and Fertility.  

Blue represents the legend of the Holi Festival: ‘Krishna’, whose face was blue and 

was worried his Love wouldn't love him back, mischievously painted her face blue 

too.  

Yellow – the colour of turmeric.  

Green signifies the colour of spring.  

 

What meaning could we give to the colours? E.g. Red - fiery, sharp, high,  

Teacher: call out different colours for the children to represent. 

Main   "Bhangra the Drum"   

A. Half the class, show your moves whilst the teacher prompts with colours and the 

others give feedback. Swap over and repeat. 

What do you notice? Which movements best represent the various colours? Can you 

improve your movements?  

B. Try again, using these improvements. 

 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Choose which colour could be performed slowly around the room.  Make the 

movements as big and as slow as possible, until your dance comes to an end in 

stillness. 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
sharp, high, mischievous, low, sneaky, flowing, bright 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/bhangrathedrum.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/bhangrathedrum.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/bhangrathedrum.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 5: Native America 
 

 

Starter  "Pow-Wow" 
Listen to the music.  What images does it bring to your mind?  What movements 

does it make you think of? 

 

Warm up   "Pow-Wow"  

Children, stand in a circle. Practice dancing Native American Indian style: hop from 

one foot to another, whilst kicking backwards by bending at the knee. The body 

leans forward from the waist. All move in this style one-way around the circle and 

then the other. Do the same movement, moving into the centre and out again.  Can 

anyone create their own steps we can use? 

 

Main     

A. What animals would the native American have hunted?  e.g. eagle, horse, bear, 

rabbit, etc. Explore movements for each animal. 

B.   "City Streets" 

With a partner, choose four animals’ movements together.  You can add turns and 

rolls on the floor to develop this.   

C. Let’s collect fire wood for a huge fire in the centre of the Hall.  See how many 

different ways we can pick up fire wood.  Can we use really low movements?  Do we 

need to search hard for the best bits of wood? 

D. Finally, all sit around the fire warming your hands 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Remain in a circle around the fire.  Stretch up as tall as you can, then lie down with 

all your feet pointing to the middle.  Breath in and sit up, breathe out as you relax 

back down to the floor. 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
Eagle – Soaring, wide, high, etc. 

Rabbit – sprightly, darting, small and low 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/powwow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/powwow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/citystreets.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Week 6: African Desert 
 

 

Starter 
Talk about the desert, whilst showing some pictures to help visually. 

 

Warm up   "Desert Rain"  

Children, move around the space, stretching your bodies and making different 

shapes whilst imagining it is very hot.  

 

Suggest how the heat might make them feel and how they will move slower than 

normal. 

 

Main   "Desert Rain"   

A. Children, find a space in the room by yourselves. Begin curled up. It is night. With 

your bodies, show how the sun starts to rise until it is high up in the sky and very 

hot.  Next, begin to travel around the room, showing the shapes of sand dunes.  

They can come together in pairs or groups to make sand-dune shapes.  

The wind blows and the sand dunes disappear or change their shape - or even move 

to a different space in the room.  

B.   "Ebb & Flow" 

Explore the movements and shapes of the desert’s animals and plants. E.g. desert 

rats scurry; lizards stand on only two feet at a time, changing when the sand gets 

too hot; snakes slither and slide; cactuses are spiky and have many different 

shapes.  

Practice moving from one shape to another.  Choose three or four favourite moves. 

C. Half the children watch the other half perform and give feedback.  How can we 

improve our movements?  

 

 

Cool Down  "Slow-Mo" 
Let’s create a huge sand dune, all together, and then - one by one - get blown away 

to a space. Reverse the warm up and become as big and as high as the sun. Then 

gently and slowly find a space to lay on the ground. 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
scurry, slither, slide, spiky, dune, changing shape 

  

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/desertrain.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/desertrain.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/ebbandflow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3
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Appendix 
 

 

Performance Option 
You could choose your favourite sections from different weeks to create a large 

performance to share.  

 

E.g.  

• beginning with a Mexican Fiesta and finishing with an African Desert 

• or Holi Festival, finishing with Native Americans 

• or any of your choosing 

 
What skills do we need to create a wonderful performance? 

 

Example Performance 

  "Cut to the Chase" 
• All stand at the sides of the hall with your partners.     

• When the music starts, dance into a space with your partner and into your band 

group,  

• Perform your band movements 

• Finish by performing your favourite party moves. 

 

 "Ebb & Flow" 

Explore the movements and shapes of the desert’s animals and plants. E.g. desert 

rats scurry; lizards stand on only two feet at a time, changing when the sand gets 

too hot; snakes slither and slide; cactuses are spiky and have many different 

shapes.  

 "Slow-Mo" 
Let’s create a huge sand dune, all together, and then - one by one - get blown away 

to a space. Reverse the warm up and become as big and as high as the sun. Then 

gently and slowly find a space to lay on the ground. 

 

http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/cuttothechase.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/ebbandflow.mp3
http://www.dancenotes.co.uk/streamingaudio/slow-mo.mp3

